
 

 

DANCE: Attakkalari Summer School – Final Show, 2
nd

 May at 10:00 am  

 

The workshop will be informed and influenced by 

creative movement, contemporary dance, 

Kalaripayattu and technique, concluding with a process 

presentation by all the students. 

 

Venue: Alliance Française Auditorium          

Workshop limited to 20 participants only.  

 

PLAY READING: Mandap, 5
th

 of April at 5:00 pm  

 

 

 

Mandap by Vijay Padikiis an extremely visual and 

performance-based play, the readers tried to capture 

some elements with images projected on a screen. Set 

in rural North India in a large land-owning household, 

the play revolved around the story of the newly-wed 

woman, two household helps, the landlord and the 

pigeon trainer Ratan. The multiple characters are 

emblematic of superstition and objectification. 

This play reading is a part of the Alliance française de 

Bangalore and Bangalore Little Theatre partnership. 

Alliance Française classroom 7 

 

SPECIAL SCREENING: Timbuktu, 6
th

 of May at 7:00 pm 

 

France-Mauritanie, 2014, 96 mins, 

Abderrahmane Sissako 

In Mali, Islamists occupy the city of Timbuktu and 

impose sharia law. They ban music, football, 

cigarettes, organize forced marriages, persecute 

women and improvise trials which give absurd and 

unfair sentences. Despite the ferocity of their 

repression, the population resists with courage, 

often in the name of another vision of Islam.  

Kidane is a cattle herder living in the desert with his 

wife and daughter. Spared at first, his family will 

soon undergo the new Islamic laws, when a conflict 

starts with another inhabitant. 

Winner of 7 Césars awards in 2015 including Best 

Film and Best Director & Official Selection of the 

Cannes Film Festival 2014 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 



CINE FORUM MELIES: Les tontons flingueurs, 8
th

 of April at 7:00 pm 

 

 

1963, Georges Lautner, 1h52 

Ex-gangster Fernand (Lino Ventura) receives a call from 

a dying friend, a mob boss nicknamed “The Mexican”. 

The doomed mobster talks Fernand into taking care of 

some criminal business and looking after his soon-to-

be-married daughter. When a longtime mobster heavy, 

Volfoni takes exception to Fernand for being an 

outsider, they come after Fernand who is equal to the 

task. He defends himself in a series of comical killings 

from the onslaught of the mob. 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

 

THEATRE: The Prophet and the Poet, 8
th

 of May, 15
th

 of May and 31
st

 of May at 7:30 pm 

 

 

The Prophet and the Poet is an original play 

developed in Bangalore Little Theatre. It is based on 

the exchange of letters and articles between 

Mahatma Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore over 25 

years, with the Indian freedom struggle as the 

backdrop. The letters reveal how the two 

personalities differed significantly on many matters, 

including the form and content of the freedom 

movement. The differences widened over the years. 

However, they maintained genuine respect and love 

for each other in spite of the deep differences. 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

THEATRE: Sweet Tinder Love / Sex Ke Side Effects, 9
th

 of May, 6:00 pm 

 
 

Sweet tinder love is a comedy that looks into how 

modern relationships have changed due to the 

advancement of technology. With Facebook and apps 

such as okcupid and tinder, real relationships are 

withering and new dine and dash relationships are 

flourishing in today’s world. Siddhart is caught in the 

dilemma of moving with the times or sticking to his 

beliefs of being a real man and dealing with real 

relationships. However, the lure of tinder and 

Facebook has attracted Siddhart to explore a brand 

new world where shallowness is respected and old 

school love shunned. 

Genre: comedy drama play 

Team: Underdog entertainment 

Contact: Shruthi Raju at 9449596883



 

THEATRE: Sex Ke Side Effects, 9
th

 of May, 7:30 pm 

 

The comedy drama play looks at the effects and 

consequences of sex on different members of society 

through different stories. With sex being politicized 

and censor boards pulling tighter strings, Underdog 

Entertainment portrays through their stories that Free 

will and people power still exist in India. 

Genre: comedy drama play 

Team: Underdog entertainment 

Contact: Shruthi Raju at 9449596883

 

AF CINEMA: La cour de Babel, 13
th

 of May at 7:00 pm 

 

2014, Julie Bertuccelli, 1h29 

 

They have just arrived in France. Irish, Serbian, 

Brazilian, Tunisian, Chinese or Senegalese… For a year, 

Julie Bertuccelli filmed the exchanges, the conflicts & 

the joys of this group of youngsters between 11 and 15 

years of age, gathered in the same class to learn 

French. In this little theatre of the world can be seen 

innocence, energy and contradictions of these 

adolescents who, driven by the same desire to change 

life, question a lot of the ideas about youth and 

integration and make us hope for the future ….  

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

THEATRE: Into the Purple Sunset, 16th and 17th of May at 3:30pm & 7:30 pm 

 

 

 

Bangalore little theatre is back with a collection of 

hilarious, rib-tickling, British tragicomedy / absurd 

plays by the renowned playwright David Campton. 

Campton was a prolific British dramatist who wrote 

plays for the stage, radio and cinema for thirty-five 

years. He was one of the first British dramatists to 

write in the style of the Theatre of the Absurd. 

Campton was always keen to encourage those 

interested in drama, even amateurs. At age 76, 

Campton directed and appeared in one of the plays he 

had previously written. This evening with Campton 

consists of 3 short plays. 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

 



CONCERT: L’Entourloop, 22
nd

 of May at 8:30 pm 

 

 

Banging classic Hip-hop Ina Yardie style: L’Entourloop is 

a French duo of beat makers. In their music, they 

combine two musical cousins: Hip-hop and 

Reggae.  Just after the release of their last album, they 

come for a very special visit to Bangalore.  A privileged 

occasion to discover this raising duo! 

Venue: The Humming Tree 

 

THEATRE: What’s up with Indian men / women? 24
th

 of May at 5:30pm 

 

5:30 Whats Up With Indian Men?? 

Synopsis: A comedy play that looks into the 

idiosyncrasies of Indian men 

7:30 Whats up with Bangalore Women?? 

Synopsis: A comedy play that looks into the 

idiosyncracies of Bangalore Women. 

Genre: comedy drama play / Team:underdog 

entertainment 

Contact: Shruthi Raju 9449596883 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

 

DOCUMENTARY: The Forgotten Tigers, 27
th

 of May at 7:00 pm 

 

Shrinking forest cover and eroding corridors across 

India have taken its toll on the tiger’s living space. 

While tiger reserves are now legally well-protected, 

a lot needs to be done to conserve the areas outside 

the reserves – the connecting corridors and fringe 

regions, which support a lot of tiger movement. The 

Alliance Française in collaboration with WWF 

presents a documentary 

Documentary: 53 minutes 

Presented Written Edited and Directed by Krishnendu 

Bose/Camera by Islahuddin Ashraf/Produced by 

Public Service Broadcast Trust. 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

 

 



CINEMA FORUM MELIES: Les neiges du du Kilimandjaro, 28
th

 of May at 7:00 pm 

 
2011, Robert Guédiguian, 1h47 

At a French shipyard, a trade unionist named Michel 

deliberately arranges to have himself on the 

dockworkers’ randomly chosen downsizing list to spare 

another of his fellow workers. While he has his 

severance package and his friends and family’s 

generosity to ease this sacrifice, this also gets his home 

invaded and robbed along with his wife and friends. 

Through pure luck, Michel finds out the identity of one 

of his assailants, a young worker who was on the same 

downsizing list himself, and gets him arrested. 

However, both Michel and his wife find that their 

vindictive satisfaction is soured by their realization of 

their assailant’s motives and the larger consequences 

of their revenge. Struggling with their conscience, the 

couple finds themselves independently trying to live up 

to their ideals for a greater sense of justice. 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


